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ABSTRACT

Search and rescue operation is performed to save human life, for example during natural disasters, unfortunate incidents on the land, in the deepwater, or lakes. There were incidents happened to the search and rescue crew during the operation although they were well trained. A new method using robotic technology is important to reduce the crew’s risk during operations. This research proposed a development of an autonomous surface vessel for search and rescue operations for deepwater applications. The proposed autonomous surface vessel is equipped with a global positioning system (GPS) and underwater sensor to search for the victims, black box, debris, or other evidence on the surface and underwater. The vessel was designed with monitoring and control via radio frequency wireless communication. The autonomous surface vessel prototype was developed and tested successfully with the telemetry at the ground station. The ground station acts as the control centre of the overall system. Results showed the vessel successfully operated autonomously. The operator at the ground station was able to monitor the sensor data and control the vessel's manoeuvre according to the created path. The telemetry coverage to monitor the water surroundings and control the vessel's manoeuvre was around 100 meters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Search and rescue, SAR is an operation to search for the living victims that are in danger. However, many cases have happened where SAR crew to be in danger and involved in fatal accidents during the operation. For example, six firemen in Malaysia drown during rescuing a drowning teenager at a mine [1]. In Indonesia, during the search and rescue mission for the Lion Air aeroplane crashed, one of the divers died during the operation due to the decompression of the human body in the deep sea [2].

Nowadays, robotic technologies offer many innovative solutions to assist and reduce the risk of humans at work. Autonomous surface vessel (ASV) has been used in many areas that are considered to be dangerous and risky. Biologists have used ASV to monitor the quality of the water, the military operation has been using ASV for monitoring coastal area and detecting sea mines, drones and robots have been using in handling chemicals and other dangerous tasks those could cause health problems [3]-[5] and many more. It has been proven that the utilisation of ASV and robots have increased productivity, improved time efficiency with more flexibility.
Recent research on ASV mainly focuses on general control objectives such as asymptotic tracking, guaranteed transient tracking performance, the stability of the vessel, robustness towards disturbances, adaptation to environmental change, and collision avoidance. Y. Hu et al. [6] has developed an avoidance system using real-time fuzzy logic, considering the steering dynamic of the ASV. Based on experience, an algorithm called fuzzy case base reasoning has been proposed. The proposed system was able to avoid a collision when similar cases happened in ASV heading control system. Z. I. Bell et al. [7] and C. Dong et al. [8] have developed adaptive controllers for ASV subject to parametric uncertainties and time-varying disturbances. The Lyapunov theory has been used as the adaptive algorithm. The vessel was successfully operated subject to parametric uncertainties and time-varying disturbances. Another challenge, ASV, when operated on the sea yaw angle, is exposed to disturbances. Therefore robust control is suggested by W. Guan et al. [9]. The technique used was closed-loop shaping, which incorporates with recursive least squares method. Astrov et al. [10] has proposed neural predictive control for ASV. The work conducted focused on modelling and simulation of a nonlinear system of ASV via Simulink/Matlab. The research conducted on ASV has successfully achieved its objectives. However, the complete design of ASV for safety and rescue mission is still not available. Therefore the design and implementation of ASV for search and rescue are proposed.

The SAR team has used a sonar sensor from Germany to find two drowned victims in the lake [11]. The mission used a side-scan sonar sensor, and it was successful. The victim was found in just several hours instead of several days for manual diver search. There were research about sidescan imaging sonar for SAR in improving the quality of sonar image. For example author in [12] proposed quantitative model for by predicting the shadow contrast ratio. With this motivation, the proposed ASV will use a sonar sensor to identify the depth of water or shape/object underwater.

SAR missions usually involved a wide coverage area. The most critical features of the ASV system's wireless communication are reliability, real-time data transfer (position and sensor status). In the HydroNet ASV water quality project, the data has been transferred using a WiFi module and 433MHz channel module [3]. The system was able to communicate approximately 10km apart between the rover and ground station and locate three rovers simultaneously during the execution of the mission. Jafaar Fahad A. Rida [13] has proposed improving mobile wireless communication based on non-line of sight; however, for this SAR application, the ASV is operated at the water surface where there are no high rise buildings and trees at the searching area. Other wireless communications that have been used in ASV are radio frequency (RF) and global system for mobile (GSM), as discussed in [14-17]. Shadman Sakib Arnob et al. [17], GSM was used to notify the control room if the passenger boat is overloaded and in danger. The author used the global positioning system (GPS) and proportional integral controller (PID) to track and avoid the autonomous boat. The proof of concept was tested on a miniature boat where the communication range of the ultrasonic sensor achieved during the experiment was between 30cm to 200cm. Similar to SAR missions, [18] developed eCall for Malaysia's automotive industries when accidents occurred. The system automatically transmits a call to the public service answering point and certain vehicle-related information using a microcomputer, GSM, and GPS technologies when a collision was detected; to inform the emergency response unit for their immediate action.

Some examples of the application used at the ground station for ASV monitoring are XRradioLS D4 and quantum first-person view (FPV). XRradioLS D4 was successfully deployed with first-person view video footage and can control the rover [19]. It is costly, compared to quantum FPV. Quantum FPV ground station was built for video streaming purposes only, without control features of UAV [20]. FPV camera in a rover has also been used as visual monitoring in SAR application. From the FPV camera, information from surrounding was collected and work lifting to collect/remove load was also performed [21]. In the proposed research, the monitoring and control of ASV will be conducted by the SAR crew at the ground station where GPS data is used to determine the real-time position of ASV. All data from the ASV and sensors would be acquired.

In a more complex autonomous system such as light-detection-and-ranging (LiDAR) where various parameters are to be configured simultaneously, [22] developed genetic algorithm for robot navigation system for the robot to be navigated from one point to another in a fast and safe environment; without hitting static or dynamic obstacles. LiDAR can collect more than 1 million points per second of high-quality 3D data, make the simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) algorithm for mapping and localisation using robotic operating system (ROS) important [23]. LiDAR is usually used to measure the ground's shape and contour from the air, but not suitable for underwater scanning.

In summary, ASV for search and rescue operation has been proposed in this research. The ASV is equipped with a side-scan sensor that could help in the searching operation, suitable for underwater scanning. The data collected from the sensor could be access from the ground station where the SAR team could access.
the area's current situation. The SAR team would monitor and control the ASV with the help of video footage at the ground station via RF wireless communication.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The overall design of ASV for SAR proposed in this research is shown in Figure 1. It involved three components: surface vessel, ground station, and communication system. The ground station controls the ASV and monitors the monitoring aid system's data via a communication line (wireless RF). The surface vessel can be controlled by the operator remotely either in autonomous or manual mode.

![Figure 1. Overall system design of ASV for SAR](image)

2.1. Surface vessel

The ASV is designed with three main components that are hull design, communication system, and manoeuvring system. The selection of hull design is essential as it affects the stability and performance of the vessel. In the hull prototype design, a single planning hull design with deep-V style has been proposed due to easy manoeuvring a higher speed and smooth ride through the rough water surface. The vessel/hull has been installed with several sensors and actuators, as shown in Table 1. All of the sensors and actuators are powered up using an 18.0V LiPo battery. Two 18V LiPo battery with a capacity of 5200 mAh is connected in parallel to double output capacity to deliver to the system, thus double up the working hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor/Actuator</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Current (A)</th>
<th>Supply Voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor (Thruster)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Driver (120A Max)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo (HS=805BB)</td>
<td>4.5-6</td>
<td>8m</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM (ArduPilot Mega)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS (Garmin 19X HVS)</td>
<td>8-33</td>
<td>40m</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Scan Sonar (CruzPro DSP Active Depth and Temperature Transducers)</td>
<td>9.5-16</td>
<td>3.5m</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Portable ground station

A portable ground system is used to monitor and control the ASV using RF telemetry. It consists of an industrial computer, wireless module connection for sensor data transfer, and remote control for manual control of the vessel manoeuvring system. LiPo battery has been chosen due to its small size and portable.

2.3. Communication system

In the proposed design of ASV for SAR, there are two parts of communications required. The first part is RF wireless communication used to transmit data from the side-scan sonar sensor to the ground station for underwater image analysis and perform manual control of USV. The second part is to receive data from the GPS to keep track of the ASV location and control the ASV with the desired location.

2.3.1. Data transmission

In the proposed system, RF wireless telemetry has been used for the communication system on data transmission due to its capability to transmit the data at long range. RF connection allows the data packet to
be transferred between vessels and the ground station. At the ASV, the sensor data are transferred using the National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) 0183 standard protocol. NMEA 0183 is a standard marine data protocol that provides multiple data in one input string. NMEA protocol enables one talker to provide multiple data in a single string for a listener at one time. Besides that, the NMEA 0183 standard data protocol provides extra reliability on data transmission [24]. In this system, the sensors that are using NMEA protocol are GPS and single beam side scan sonar. Since more than one sensor is used in this system, the data from the sensors are combined using the NMEA data combiner to make the data transfer across one telemetry connection. The architecture of the communication system is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The architecture of the ASV communication system](image)

2.3.2. Autonomous system

In Figure 3, the ASV has been set with the desired location in the autonomous system design. A microcontroller, ArduPilot Mega (APM), has been used and installed at the vessel. The APM has been programmed to operate the vessel autonomously from the ground station.

![Figure 3. Autonomous system diagram](image)

The ASV could be monitored and controlled from the ground station wirelessly. The connection has been established using RF telemetry communication between the ground stations with the vessel. Data of the specific setting and desired location have been sent from the ground station to the microcontroller. The microcontroller has processed all the data by comparing it with the GPS and inertial measurement unit (IMU) data. Based on the comparison between these data, the APM control the vessel autonomously.

2.3.3. Search and rescue monitoring system

Search and rescue monitoring system has been set at the ground station. Data from side-scan sonar and global positioning system, GPS are received. Side-scan sonar provides surrounding data on the water surface and underwater and draws the underwater image that made underwater searching possible. GPS sensor is used to provide location data of the vessel.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The integration of the overall system, as shown in Figure 4, has been done to evaluate the ASV system's performance. GPS and single beam echo sounder (sonar sensor) have been installed at the vessel, the communication system and the ground station have been integrated. The system was tested at Tasek Selayang, Malaysia.

![Autonomous surface vessel for search and rescue operation (Hasmah Mansor)](image)

Figure 4. Experimental setup of ASV

3.1. Experiment on global positioning sensor data
In this project, GPS has been used to provide real-time positioning of the vessel. The sensor used an RS232 serial communication interface connected to the computer or sensor. In order to read the data of the sensor, the GPS was connected to the computer. Data was read at the computer, using raw data reader software called Teraterm. Figure 5(a) shows the data of the GPS using the NMEA 0183 standard protocol. This data can be used in mapping software to visualise the real-time position of the vessel. The definition of each NMEA sentence identifier can be found in [25].

3.2. Experiment on single beam echo sounder data
In this research, a sonar sensor was used to help in underwater search operations by scanning an underwater image. Figure 5(b) shows single beam echo sounder NMEA 0183 data sentences obtained from the experimental work at Tasek Selayang. The data contained information on the depth and temperature of the water.

3.3. Experiment on wireless serial communication
All the sensors' data from the surface vessel was sent wirelessly to the ground station for monitoring purposes. The Arduino read the data and then sent to the ground station through the HC-12 wireless module. Figure 6(a) shows the developed wireless communication prototype of the overall autonomous system diagram (ASV side) of Figure 4. The sensor used RS232 physical protocol, which used 12V signal logic. Due to the ArduPilot Mega (APM) microcontroller signal requirement of ±5V, RS232 to TTL converter was used to convert 12V signal logic to 5V signal logic. APM then sent the sensor data via the HC-12 transceiver wireless module to the ground station. The data was received at the ground station through the HC-12 transceiver module, which was connected to another Arduino microcontroller. The Arduino was connected to the ground station's computer via a USB port. In order to check the connection, the Teraterm software was used to display all the data received from the vessel to the ground station.

3.4. Experiment on real-time positioning
Using google earth pro software, the real-time GPS data were plotted during the experimental test at Tasek Selayang. The result showed that the location of the vessel was plotted and displayed at the ground station. As the vessel moved across the lake, its route was mapped on the Google Earth Pro as a red line. The result is shown in Figure 6(b). The data of the GPS were sent by APM using the HC-12 wireless module. At the ground station, the receiver was connected to the computer and displayed the vessel movement's position using google earth pro software.
3.5. Experiment on single beam echo sounder underwater mapping

A single beam echo sounder was used to scan the 2D image of the underwater cross-section where the depth and shape underwater surface could be identified. The sensor data was sent through the wireless module and received by the Arduino at the ground station in real-time. Since there is no available open-source software to sketch the 2D underwater image, NMEA data was used by the microcontroller to obtain the depth of water. The data was visualised using a serial plotter function in Arduino IDE, as shown in Figure 7. From the graph, the depth of the lake water is around 5 meters.

3.6. Experiment on the autonomous system

In the autonomous system, the Ardupilot board or APM was used to control the vessel's movement using open-source software, Mission Planner. The board was placed on the vessel and controlled from the ground station using a telemetry receiver that receives the flight data from the telemetry transmitter at the ground station. The vessel was controlled using the path planning function, which guides the vessel's movement according to the path created.

The autonomous system was tested on the lake. First, the path was created using the Mission Planner. Then, the path was uploaded to the vessel via telemetry (transmitter). Once the telemetry (receiver) received the signal, the vessel started the mission by following the path created. As shown in Figure 8, the path created is shown in the yellow line. The purple line shows the actual direction of the vessel. Due to some factors from the climate change during the experiment, the telemetry coverage to monitor the underwater image and control the vessel's manoeuvre was around 100 meters.
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the objective of this research has been achieved. An autonomous surface vessel for search and rescue for a deepwater operation has been designed and developed. The developed prototype includes a portable ground station where RF wireless communication has used the communication between the vessel and the ground station. Experiment results showed that the proposed system could scan the 2D image of the underwater cross-section, which were the depth and temperature of the water; shown at the ground station. When the SAR crew created a path at the telemetry, the vessel moved successfully to the created path. Future research includes integration with more sensors for intelligence, surveillance, command and control for the possibility to be implemented for military purposes.
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